Title of Practice: Moral Teaching
Goals and Objectives:
1. Developing a strong sense of ethical and moral aptness in general and in context of learning
and it's assessment in particular.
2. Awareness of ethical and moral values
3. Educating a student to be a good human being can be achieved by studying moral teaching in
Sanskrit literature.
4. Moral teaching will also help in building character and inculcation of moral, social and ethical
values and thus contribute to personality development.

The context:
The contextual features lies in its drive to inspire the students to go into the text. The main challenge
is to motivate the students to develop their knowledge with moral values and improve their personality
development. The students will be motivated how to behave with others in their practical life. A
teacher has to help the students in memorizing the text.

The Practice:
Any higher learning needs an instant source of the subject which can be utilized at any time. In the
traditional Sanskrit teaching and learning, moral teaching is an old age practice. The modern
Education has lost its ethos, but this practice has a uniqueness in that as it can impress the listener,
can help the speaker, Analyzer, performer of comparisons. It has a huge benefit in higher education
in which students need orientation of their talent through hard copies of books.
The study was conducted in the Department of Sanskrit Remuna Degree College on every Saturday
with effect from 21ST Sep 2019. The students of 3rd year have attended the moral teaching class and,
on next Saturday 2nd year and there after 1st year students have attended the class as per the schedule.

Evidence of success:
The Department provides valuable ethical hand book like Nitisataka, Chanakya Niti, Srimad
Bhagabat Gita to the students. The outcome of the practice has been effective as many students have
participated in various ethical competition programs. All the students feel that this practice builds
confidence in them for facing various examinations and interviews. It also helps them to use this
information to make right conclusion while facing complex choices and having the freedom and
strength to act in line with the right choice regardless of whether it may be a suitable things to do. The
syllabus has designed by the faculty members of the Department and interested students registered
their names before the commencement of class.
In the session of 2019 -20, 90 Students have registered their names (1st year 30,2nd year 30,3rd year)

Challenges:
It is not easy to inspire students for this practice. Sanskrit is not easy to pronounce because it is
nobody's mother tongue now. Students are distracted by other issues and aspects of their life and
academics and hence their interest had to spur at times in memorizing the verses.
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